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Abstract Characterizing the lithology, age, and physical-chemical properties of rocks and sediments in the Earth’s upper crust is necessary to fully assess energy, water, and mineral resources and to address many fundamental questions. Although a large number of geological maps, regional geological syntheses, and sample-based measurements have been produced, there is no openly available database that integrates rock record-derived data, while also facilitating large-scale, quantitative characterization of the volume, age, and material properties of the upper crust. Here we describe Macrostrat, a relational geospatial database and supporting cyberinfrastructure that is designed to enable quantitative spatial and geochronological analyses of the entire assemblage of surface and subsurface sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic rocks. Macrostrat contains general, comprehensive summaries of the age and properties of 33,903 lithologically and chronologically defined geological units distributed across 1,474 regions in North and South America, the Caribbean, New Zealand, and the deep sea. Sample-derived data, including fossil occurrences in the Paleobiology Database, more than 180,000 geochemical and outcrop-derived measurements, and more than 2.3 million bedrock geologic map units from over 200 map sources, are linked to specific Macrostrat units and/or lithologies. Macrostrat has generated numerous quantitative results and its infrastructure is used as a data platform in several independently developed mobile applications. It is necessary to expand geographic coverage and to refine age models and material properties to arrive at a more precise characterization of the upper crust globally and test fundamental hypotheses about the long-term evolution of Earth systems.

1. Introduction

Alexander Ronov’s group, at the Vernadsky Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences, were among the first geoscientists to demonstrate the scientific value of compiling spatially and temporally comprehensive data on the age, lithology, and volume of rocks in the Earth’s crust (Ronov, 1982, 1994; Ronov et al., 1980; Ronov & Khain, 1954; Ronov & Migdisov, 1971; Ronov & Yaroshevsky, 1969). Using a combination of geological maps and borehole observations, Ronov and his team generated global rock volume and chemical composition estimates for general lithology types across geological epochs (or longer duration time intervals) in the Phanerozoic and latest Precambrian. In addition to providing the first data with which to quantitatively describe the rock record, Ronov’s compilation served as a basis for direct estimates of temporal changes in burial and weathering fluxes of biogeochemically important elements (e.g., Berner, 1989; Budyko et al., 1987; Wilkinson & Walker, 1989) and for constraining a wide range of quantities, ranging from groundwater volumes (e.g., Gleson et al., 2016; Hay & Leslie, 1990) to rock cycling rates (e.g., Gombosi & Wilkinson, 2012; Wilkinson et al., 2009; Wilkinson & Walker, 1989; Wold & Hay, 1990).

Although Ronov’s work was a scientific success and played a key role in the development of some of the first models describing the geochemical evolution of Earth’s surface environment (Berner & Canfield, 1989; Budyko et al., 1987), his team’s initial compilations were inherently low resolution. The reason stems from the pioneering nature of the work, most of which was carried out in the 1950s through 1970s, and from a dependence on small-scale geologic maps and limited borehole data. Both types of records focus on physical contact relationships and the spatial extent of general bedrock types. However, whatever Ronov’s compilation may have lacked in temporal and lithological acuity was, in many ways, compensated for by the fact that it was globally comprehensive. The subsequent emergence of isotope-based approaches to
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deciphering changes in Earth systems (e.g., Des Marais et al., 1992) shifted emphasis away from Ronov’s laborious approach of compiling data on the rock record and toward the production of new geochemical proxy records, which could be extracted with more efficiency and with higher temporal resolution in one or more well-correlated stratigraphic sections. Nevertheless, most of the models that are used to interpret geochemical proxy records require that assumptions be made about burial and weathering fluxes, which are difficult to assess without independent data on the rock record (Bergman et al., 2004; Berner & Kothavala, 2001; Halevy et al., 2012; Husson & Peters, 2017; Schrag et al., 2013). Thus, there remains a need for spatially and temporally complete quantitative descriptions of the rock record that can be combined with geochemical models and other proxy records. Data on the rock record are also critical to calibrating physical models of the upper crust that can be used in modeling ground water volume (e.g., Gleson et al., 2016), fluid flow (e.g., Fan et al., 2016), and geophysical heterogeneities (e.g., Mooney et al., 1998).

There are several approaches that could be taken to arrive at a comprehensive space-time description of the upper crust that is useful for both scientific questions and for informatic initiatives. One end-member approach aims for the highest-possible resolution and uses only vetted, authoritative primary field data. This methodology is most useful when constructing databases that are targeted for specific measurement types, when effort is focused on small geographic regions, or when it is necessary to maximize precision and accuracy in order to address questions that depend critically on individual observations (e.g., the oldest fossil of a given animal clade, Benton et al., 2015). However, restricting data to only what is considered today to be the most up-to-date and/or best available is impractical when characterizing the entire rock record on a continental or global scale. By definition, the best and highest-resolution data either have not been collected yet or are sparse relative to the full extent of the upper crust. An alternative approach is, therefore, to start with basic geological summaries that are spatially and temporally complete, but that may lack the highest-possible resolution. Such comparatively simple geological summaries are based ultimately on primary field data and observations, but primary data are not the focus.

Macrostrat’s main objective is to aggregate and systematize basic field-derived data products, such as geological maps and regional geologic columns, in order to synthesize a large number of primary field observations and measurements into a spatially and temporally complete description of the upper crust that can be enhanced with new data and information. There are several reasons why this starting point is useful, both scientifically and from an informatics perspective. For example, low-resolution, but also temporally and spatially complete, descriptions of the basic space-time attributes of the rock record serve as a useful basis for estimating rock quantities and ages (in the sense of Ronov) and for assessing the stratigraphic distribution of proxy data, such as the stratigraphic completeness of paleontological sampling (Peters & Heim, 2010). In addition, general but complete summaries of the upper crust can be used to link geological data sets and to constrain the ages of their constituent rock record-derived data, in both a relative and absolute sense.

Here we describe the motivation for building Macrostrat and its general data model. Although the database has focused on comprehensive large-scale data, its fundamental architecture is scale independent and can accommodate the highest-resolution field data. We then outline the cyberinfrastructure that currently supports the database and describe how that infrastructure can be accessed by software via an Application Programming Interface (API). The API currently supplies basic geological data to several third-party applications built to support field work, data analysis, and educational and outreach activities. One such application is outlined as a working example. Finally, we present a general overview of the data currently in Macrostrat and provide some basic results that demonstrate Macrostrat’s scientific utility while at the same time exposing the need for extending geographic coverage globally.

2. The Macrostrat Data Model

Macrostrat is a relational geospatial database deployed on a unix-based systems in both a MariaDB and PostGIS-enabled PostgreSQL environment. The database is designed primarily to facilitate quantitative macrostratigraphic analysis of the entire upper crust. Macrostratigraphy is an analytical approach that is inherently chronostratigraphic in nature (Peters, 2006). The basic unit of analysis is, therefore, a temporal gap-bound package of rock identified at a single geographic location (Hannisdal & Peters, 2010; Peters, 2008a). A rock package can consist of any lithology, but the gaps that define the boundaries between packages
depend on the operational definition of a "gap." For example, if a gap is defined as a break in temporal continuity (e.g., a hiatus), then it is necessary to specify a duration threshold for gap recognition (e.g., 1 Myr). This gap-duration threshold then renders the continuum of temporal continuity that is inherent in the rock record into a binary distribution (presence and absence of rock of a given age at a given location). Alternatively, a gap could be defined by lithological attributes (e.g., a temporal gap in siliciclastic sediments could be occupied by a hiatus or by a shift to carbonate sediments). The analytical approach of macrostratigraphy is scale independent, and the ideal data set is compiled at the finest possible spatial, temporal and lithological resolution so as to allow the application of any arbitrary gap recognition criteria and scale of analysis (e.g., Aswasereelert et al., 2013). However, the strength of the current Macrostrat data set is its ability to characterize spatial and temporal variation that occurs on the scale of a basin, geological province, or continent.

The quantitative framework defined by macrostratigraphy is a good descriptor of the core organizational concept that motivated database development, but the design of the database is organized around an even more basic component and includes several additional features, which are outlined below. Note that Macrostrat column data include igneous, metamorphic and sedimentary rocks, but for clarity, the discussion herein will focus largely on sediments, which are present in 90% of the 33,931 total rock unit records currently in the database.

### 2.1. Macrostrat Units

The fundamental object in the Macrostrat database is called a “unit” and it represents a body of rock or sediment that is recognized at the time of data compilation as being genetically, lithologically and/or chronologically distinct from other such adjacent units. A Macrostrat unit could, therefore, consist of a thickness of sediment identified in a measured section or core (e.g., a bed), or it could consist of a lithostratigraphic formation or other rock body that is described as physically and temporally distinct in a regionally composited geological record (e.g., a geological map unit or a lithostratigraphic unit in a regional stratigraphic column). In all cases, Macrostrat units are recognized separately within each geographic region, referred to as a "column." Each Macrostrat “column” consists of a geospatial footprint (polygon) defining the lateral boundaries of the focal region, along with descriptive metadata for that area, such as references supplying column data, column name, etc. (Figure 1).

Units in Macrostrat are described by a variety of physical attributes, including thicknesses (usually expressed as a maximum and a minimum within the focal region), one or more lithologies, attributes that modify lithologies, inferred environments of deposition/emplacement, and stratigraphic nomenclature (Figure 1). All of the attributes that can be assigned to Macrostrat units, and the lithologies that they contain, are stored as dictionaries in separately managed database tables that also contain related information, such as hierarchy (e.g., sedimentary rock includes carbonate, carbonate includes grainstone) and synonyms (e.g., "dolostone" is an alternative name for "dolomite").

All Macrostrat units have at least one dominant lithology assigned to them, but multiple lithologies, and the relative volumetric abundances of each, can be recorded for each unit, the latter either quantitatively or semi-quantitatively (i.e., either numerical estimates of proportional abundance can be supplied or qualitative statements of abundance, “dominant” and “subordinate,” can be applied to each lithology; the latter are computed into proportional estimates using simple rules). One way of improving existing Macrostrat data is to refine the lithological information that is linked to units, either by providing additional lithologies or by adding more detailed attributes to lithologies (e.g., “stromatolitic dolostone” rather than “dolostone”).

Each Macrostrat unit is treated as a distinct entity that is associated with only one column, regardless of whether or not the geological object that a unit represents can be traced laterally between multiple adjacent columns. Columns are, therefore, equivalent to independent samples of the upper crust. This design allows spatial variability in the attributes that are assigned to “units” to be captured. For example, a widespread time-transgressive lithostratigraphic rock unit would be intersected by multiple Macrostrat columns and the age of the corresponding units assigned to that lithostratigraphic unit in each column could be different, reflecting its time transgressive nature. In this case, only the lithostratigraphic name applied to the units would identify them as related in some way (thereby demonstrating the poor time-correlation value of that particular lithostratigraphic name). Similarly, a single rock body that varied spatially in thickness and lithology would be represented by multiple units with different such attributes in each intersecting column.
The primary grouping criteria for Macrostrat units is their assigned geographically defined column, but units within a column are also grouped into “packages” (also known as “sections”) on the basis of temporal and genetic continuity that is defined at the time of data entry. Package structure can also be calculated dynamically depending on the criteria that are used to define units of interest and the gaps that separate them (see above). An advantageous approach, then, is to create columns with the finest possible temporal and lithological resolution, which allows packages to be defined and analyses to be conducted at any arbitrary scale.

Dictionaries of known terms, including lithologies, attributes that modify lithologies (e.g., “bioturbated sandstones”), environments of formation (e.g., “shoreface”), minerals, measurements (major element chemistry), chronostratigraphic time intervals, and lithostratigraphic names are stored in Macrostrat, but there is no attempt to be prescriptive about how these terms are applied to individual units. Doing so would effectively prohibit the use of a large fraction of the published primary field descriptions and data. Ambiguity, uncertainty, and inaccuracy are, therefore, expected in some cases. For example, the lithology “marl” is a mixture of terrigenous clay and fine carbonate sediment, and that lithology can be assigned to a Macrostrat unit, without any indication of the relative mixtures of the two components in “marl.” However, insofar as descriptions of rocks and the data extracted from them can be geographically located and linked to a physically recognizable rock body, Macrostrat can help to organize observations and provide constraints on properties that are commensurate with the precision of the language used to describe rocks. The overarching goal is to arrive at a working and inclusive description of the upper crust that can be refined as newer and better information and data are incorporated.

2.2. Macrostrat Columns

The geographic columns that contain Macrostrat units are of two basic types: (1) those that represent a precisely located and discrete sample of the upper crust, like those supplied by measured sections or boreholes in offshore drilling sites from the Ocean Drilling Program, Deep Sea Drilling Project, and International Ocean Drilling Program.
Discovery Program and (2) those that represent a composited summary of the geology over a geographic area (e.g., Childs, 1985; King et al., 1999; Maurrasse, 1990; Stott, 1991; Trettin, 1991). Both data types have advantages and disadvantages. For example, composited geological columns sacrifice spatial information within the region they cover, but as a result they can capture units with limited geographic extents that would likely be missed in single boreholes or measured sections.

Macrostrat currently consists of four major groups of columns that are separated, for convenience, by geographic region (Figure 2). Columns are assigned to “projects” that identify these groups, some of which might share primary source reference(s), compilation approaches, or regions. For example, the deep sea data set consists entirely of core descriptions compiled from offshore drilling sites (Peters et al., 2013; Fraass et al. 2015), whereas the continental record in North America consists of regionally composited geologic columns. Because the latter typically lack precise definitions of geographic extent, the boundaries between all such composited columns in Macrostrat are currently interpolated using Voronoi tessellation and a manually constructed bounding geometry. The boundaries of Macrostrat column polygons could be modified to reflect actual geological and structural boundaries and other geographic and geologic features, but doing so requires additional geospatial data to define relevant boundaries and/or manual effort to adjust the tessellation boundaries.

2.3. Geochronological Time Intervals

Chronostratigraphic time intervals (e.g., biozones, ages, and epochs) are stored in Macrostrat and related to one another and to numerical ages in both relative and absolute senses. Chronostratigraphic intervals that have actual numerical age estimates, principally those provided by the International Commission on Stratigraphy for Global Stratotype Boundary Section and Points (GSSPs; Gradstein et al., 2012), are referenced to absolute time (subject to explicit uncertainties and future revision). Chronostratigraphic intervals for which there are no direct numerical age constraints are not assigned numerical ages. Instead, intervals lacking direct geochronological constraints are assigned boundaries with positions that are defined relative to another chronostratigraphic interval (e.g., a boundary for a chronostratigraphic bin could be referenced to 25±5% of the duration through an international age, which is in turn referenced to boundaries that do have absolute numerical age estimates, such as GSSPs). This approach to managing geochronological time intervals and their numerical ages obviates the need to associate each interval with an explicit stored numerical age(s). It also makes actual age constraints more transparent and has a data management advantage.
Chronostratigraphic time scales (e.g., international ages and periods, biozonations, regional chronostratigraphic subdivisions) and reference information for each time scale are stored in Macrostrat. However, because a chronostratigraphic time scale is essentially a group of individual named time intervals, time scales are only indirectly referenced to intervals (in much the same way that units are only indirectly referenced to columns via a join in the database). This approach allows a one-to-many relationship between time intervals and the time scales that use them (i.e., the Rhaetian is an international age, as well as part of the North American regional time scale), which in turn enables the creation of custom time scales from existing time intervals.

### 2.4. Continuous-Time Age Model

Each Macrostrat unit that is not directly associated with a geochronological measurement (e.g., a radiometrically dated ash bed) acquires an initial modeled numerical age by applying basic correlation approaches and by using temporal contact relationships with other units in the same column to constrain the distribution of time through rock volume. Because the units that comprise Macrostrat columns are often shorter in duration than the chronostratigraphic time bins to which they can be correlated, basic laws of superposition and relative aging allow time to be distributed more finely within and between units than bin-based correlations. This means, for example, that Macrostrat's continuous-time age model is capable of predicting the age of an ash bed (with error determined by positional uncertainty) before the relevant measurement is made. In the case of a numerically dated unit, its boundaries are referenced to an absolute position in time, with analytical uncertainty. The latter chronological "spikes" anchor the position of the bed in time and can serve as constraints in an incrementally improving age model.

Although capable of incorporating direct numerical age estimates, the preliminary age model for Macrostrat was constructed for each column using only the chronostratigraphic bins to which its constituent units are correlated and the relative temporal constraints provided by contact relationships. For example, if there were 10 vertically stacked sedimentary units assigned to one continuous package (units are always assigned to only one column), and if together those units spanned completely one chronostratigraphic time bin (e.g., the Frasnian), then the absolute time represented by that chronostratigraphic bin would be distributed equally and sequentially between each successive unit. The oldest unit would have a bottom age equal to the base of the chronostratigraphic bin (i.e., 0% of the way through the Frasnian), the youngest unit would have a top age equal to the top of the chronostratigraphic bin (i.e., 100% of the duration through the Frasnian). Unit boundaries between these two stage-defining tie points would be distributed equally and proportionally within the chronostratigraphic bin (e.g., the top of the first unit/bottom of second unit would be at a position equal to 10% of the duration of the Frasnian, the top of the second unit/bottom of the third unit would be at a position equal to 20% of the duration of the Frasnian, etc.). Because many Macrostrat columns are regionally composited, it is not uncommon for there to be coeval units in a single column (i.e., there are "laterally adjacent" units that reflect spatial variation in lithology within the geographic region covered by the column). In such cases, units in the same column will have overlapping ages in the age model. Note that physical contact relationships are not reflected in this model. For example, a dike would have chronostratigraphic boundaries with other units in time, but might physically cut across all units in a given column. To address the latter contact relationships, geological map-type data are required (discussed below).

Macrostrat’s initial age model uses the fewest possible parameterizations (i.e., correlation to chronostratigraphic time intervals and superposition) to arrive at an internally consistent continuous-time age model (Figure 3). As a result, the model lacks principled statements of uncertainty and does not take advantage of all other information that
could be temporally informative, such as thickness and lithology. However, the age model is readily improved. Data produced by geochronological laboratory facilities, for example, can be incorporated into Macrostrat’s age model and then propagated to all data resources linked to it (e.g., a radiometrically dated ash bed within a Macrostrat unit would automatically constrain the ages of all fossil and geochemical samples linked to that unit and adjacent units, as in Figure 3). Additional approaches to producing age models, including, for example, constraints from event ordination (Sadler, 1981) and astrochronological tuning (e.g., Meyers et al., 2012) can also be incorporated.

By integrating numerical age estimates into a comprehensive framework describing the rock record, geochronological lab facilities can readily acquire broader geological context for measurements and help prioritize effort by identifying geographic or temporal segments of the rock record that could benefit the most from new measurements. Because the unit-based architecture of Macrostrat can accommodate any arbitrary scale of subdivision of rock, incorporating a new dated horizon in a sedimentary unit requires only dividing the containing unit into the dated horizon and adjacent components (e.g., a dated ash bed from the middle of a single Macrostrat unit would require division of that unit into three portions, the portion of the unit below the bed, the bed itself, and the portion of the unit above the bed). The new dated horizon would then serve as a “spike” constraint on numerical age, with error defined by the analytical precision of the measurement and the positional uncertainty of the bed within the unit.

2.5. Lithostratigraphic Names and Hierarchies

Macrostrat manages the names that are assigned to rock units (e.g., lithostratigraphic members and formations) in three ways. First, “concepts” are used to designate groups of names that identify the same entity. For example, the “Dakota” concept applies to lithostratigraphic names of formation rank, including the “Dakota Sandstone,” “Dakota Formation,” and “Dakota Conglomerate.” The stratigraphic concept of “Dakota” also applies to a lithostratigraphic name of group rank, the “Dakota Group.” All four of these lithostratigraphic names and ranks are separately stored in Macrostrat but they are also all identified as belonging to the same lithostratigraphic concept: “Dakota.” Concepts are also associated with additional information, including descriptions of usage, geologic age, general lithological and/or temporal properties, geographic region, and source reference. The overall structure of the concept component of Macrostrat’s lithostratigraphic nomenclature is comparable to the USGS Lexicon (USGS, 2016).

In addition to grouping lithostratigraphic and other rock-body names that refer to the same geological entity, Macrostrat explicitly stores nomenclatural hierarchy. For example, the “Dakota Formation” (one of the names and ranks used in the “Dakota” concept) is the parent of four member-level lithostratigraphic names. Explicit storage of nomenclatural hierarchy makes it possible to access Macrostrat data from any nomenclatural starting point and to then obtain all of the parent and child lithostratigraphic names and their variants, as well as the rock units to which they are applied in space and time.

Currently, more than 36,000 lithostratigraphic names are stored in Macrostrat, most of which derive from modified versions of the USGS National Geologic Map Database, Australian Lexicon, Canadian Weblex, and British Geological Survey Lexicon stratigraphic lexicons, as well as other external resources. Reference to these sources and URLs linking back to original Lexicon data pages are provided for concepts wherever possible, but most of the relevant information associated with stratigraphic names is also available from within Macrostrat.

Lithostratigraphic names are notorious for lacking chronostratigraphic significance and, in some cases, for dizzying historical convolutions. However, this fact does not diminish their prevalence in the published literature or their usage on geologic maps, the field books of geologists, and museum specimen labels. Lithostratigraphic names are, in many regions of the world, the lingua franca for parts of the rock record that are, at least in principle, readily recognizable in the field. Macrostrat’s data structure is capable of storing lithostratigraphic terms and doing so in a way that exposes their spatiotemporal disparities and inconsistencies. Indeed, the ability of Macrostrat to provide a quantitative space-time index of lithostratigraphic nomenclature is one of the informatics-related strengths of the database (see below).

Like most components of Macrostrat, there remain ambiguities and errors in the nomenclatural hierarchy and the assignment of names to Macrostrat units. For example, it is possible for some lithostratigraphic homonyms to not be resolved. Such ambiguities are readily fixed when they are discovered, and any
changes made to the database propagate automatically. Just as the field of geology (and all empirically grounded science) remains in a constant state of refinement and improvement, none of the information in Macrostrat should be viewed as static. The database continues to improve as human expertise is applied to the process of data curation and as new constraints on and hypotheses for the chronology and physical properties of the upper crust emerge.

2.6. Geologic Maps

Bedrock geologic maps are working hypotheses for the surface expression of physical, three-dimensional rock bodies and structures in the upper crust. Maps are typically derived from a combination of aerial imagery and field-based measurements and observations, which are then transformed into spatially complete models using widely accepted (but heterogeneously applied) methods and criteria (Chorlton, 2007; Garity & Soller, 2009; Raymond et al., 2012). Similar to Macrostrat columns, which constitute working hypotheses for the chronological distribution of rock bodies that can be refined by the addition of new constraints, new field data and observations can result in revisions of a geologic map. Maps (and Macrostrat columns) are, therefore, more akin to model output than they are to primary data. Nevertheless, geologic maps are useful starting points for framing geological field problems and for motivating additional data collection and hypotheses. They can also serve as useful data in their own right (Peters & Husson, 2017; Raup, 1976; Smith & McGowan, 2007; Wall et al., 2009; Wilkinson et al., 2009). Many of the publications and unit descriptions accompanying geological maps also contain detailed field descriptions of rock units that are often underutilized. One objective of the geologic map component of Macrostrat is to expose the information behind geological maps to a wider range of uses, ranging from the facilitation of geological field work to data synthesis tasks.

All bedrock and surficial geologic maps consist fundamentally of geospatial polygons and, optionally, lines and points, all with associated attributes. Polygons represent geologic map units, believed by the authors to have some physical and/or genetic continuity. Lines represent faults, fold axes, dikes, marker beds, and other surface-expressed lineaments. Points describe the location of fabric orientation measurements (e.g., foliation and bedding strike-dip), and other measurements (e.g., paleocurrent directions) and location-specific observations (e.g., mineral/fossil occurrences). Macrostrat’s PostGIS geological map database stores three groups of information for all bedrock and surficial geological maps: (1) the original vector-based map objects (polygons, lines, and points) and their attributes, transformed into the PostGIS environment, (2) standardized representations of maps that include elements common to all geological map objects (see below), and (3) tables that store intersections of geological map objects and Macrostrat entities (i.e., units, lithologies, lithostratigraphic names, and chronostratigraphic intervals).

The original sources of bedrock and surficial geologic map data are heterogeneous in all respects, including digital vector file formats (e.g., shapefiles, ArcInfo Coverages, and File Geodatabases) and the conventions used to represent and store geometries and their attributes. By simply ingesting geological map data into a common GIS environment, a new synthetic data set with wide utility is created. Going one step further by harmonizing map data into the most basic but common core structure (defined by general field type, not by prescriptive definitions of fields and their contents, see below) requires some effort, but it is also a straightforward task. Currently, Macrostrat’s harmonized map database is logically partitioned into four arbitrary map scales (Figure 4) for the purposes of convenience and enhancing the query performance of the system. Despite this scale-based separation at the database-level, each polygon, line, and point ingested into the harmonized data set acquires an internally unique identifier and maintains key-based links back to all original map data.

Lines (e.g., faults, dikes, and fold axes) are not required for a map source, but when they are present, a similar convention is followed. Long-form original descriptions, when applicable, are preserved but a standardized field describing line type (e.g., “normal fault”) is always designated or created and then populated. One problem that is unique to lines is the asymmetry that they can contain (e.g., the side of a line that the “teeth” appear on in a thrust fault, which indicate which is the overriding block). There are no widely used protocols for identifying such asymmetries on vector lines and many map sources simply do not contain any direct digital information relevant to line asymmetry. Macrostrat’s standardized line structure does allow for the specification of line asymmetry (by convention, the point defining the start of the line is the reference point and asymmetry is defined in a left-right sense relative to that directionality), but most
sources require manual revision, and that process remains incomplete for some maps without substantial loss of information. Points (e.g., foliation or bedding strike-dip, lineation trend-plunge, mineral occurrence) are also optional data. Standardization of point data typically involves assessing/verifying conventions for dip direction (e.g., implicit use of a "right-hand rule") and normalizing descriptions of point types (e.g., "bedding").

After a map's polygons and, optionally, lines and points, have been imported into the standardized database, links between geologic map objects and Macrostrat objects (units, lithostratigraphic names, lithologies, etc.) are established using a combination of spatial and temporal intersection and simple string matching (Figure 4d). The link between map polygons and Macrostrat units is the most complicated step, as it involves: (1) analyzing the strings that are used to name rock units (a step that is informed by the nomenclatural hierarchies), (2) quantitatively assessing the spatial intersections/distances between
Macrostrat units and geological map objects, and (3) testing for overlap in the stated geological ages of each. A geologic map polygon and a Macrostrat unit that overlap in all three attributes (geography, age, and name) constitutes the highest confidence match. Relaxing one or more of these congruences might reduce confidence in the match, but it may still be valid (e.g., a Macrostrat unit and a geologic map polygon may not intersect spatially, but they may be separated by a short distance and share all other attributes, making them highly probable matches). Matches between Macrostrat units and map polygons, and the basis for them, are made algorithmically, but it is also possible to manually remove and add matches.

Although explicit links between geologic map polygons and Macrostrat units can have ambiguity (e.g., due to differences in the way lithostratigraphic units are grouped in a map source versus in Macrostrat), the process is streamlined and the results are repeatable. There also tends to be a large amount of consistency between geologic maps and Macrostrat units because the language that is used to describe rocks in the field is often congruent, at least over the past several decades in many areas of North America. Because spatial expression of rock units is (at least in principle) more objectively defined than estimates of their age or interpretations of their origin, many potential ambiguities that could occur are removed by quantitative tests for spatial and basic descriptive overlap. The end result of matching map units to Macrostrat column units benefits both data sets. Geological map polygons inherit the relevant Macrostrat unit(s) modeled ages (Figure 3), which are often more precise than the geochronological interval that are commonly designated on geological map polygons. Similarly, any other data that have been linked to a Macrostrat unit, such as PBDB fossil occurrences or paleocurrent measurements Brand et al. (2015), can be inherited as attributes of map polygons. Macrostrat units, in turn, benefit by acquiring new information about field properties, including much-needed constraints on their surface expression and physical contact relationships and more complete, first-hand field descriptions of lithology and other attributes.

Macrostrat’s geologic map coverage is globally complete at the smallest map scale (Figure 4a), but larger scale coverage is patchy geographically, and it will always be so because that is the nature of the way geological maps are produced. Nevertheless, there are currently some 2.3 million geologic map polygons from more than 200 distinct sources globally integrated in a seamless “Google Maps-like” environment (see http://macrostrat.org/map/sources for a complete listing and spatial index). More than 15,000 Macrostrat units in the regions covered by columns (Figure 2) have been matched to bedrock polygons. The process of adding new geological map data and linking relevant data to Macrostrat is well-defined. Once a map is added to the system, validated, and then transferred to the primary server, all data automatically propagate throughout the entire system (e.g., all new map data automatically show up in the web-based map viewing application accessible at https://macrostrat.org/map, as well as third-party applications).

Expanding and improving the geological map data set is currently limited by the time required to find, download, and import geological maps into Macrostrat’s GIS environment. Some geological maps have also not yet been made publicly available in a vector-based format or, if the data are available, they are not public or have licensing terms that prohibit their modification and reuse. The latter is particularly regrettable because geological maps are usually produced with public funds and represent important, basic geological field data that are often underutilized.

2.7. Topographic Data

Bedrock and surficial geology are intimately connected to Earth’s surface topography. For this reason, we have integrated NOAA’s ETOPO1 (Amante & Eakins, 2009) and the most recent release of NASA/JPL’s Space Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) data (Farr et al., 2007) into the Macrostrat geological map infrastructure. It is notable that both of these data sets are raster based, rather than vector based, illustrating that Macrostrat (by virtue of its GIS underpinnings) is capable of harnessing any type of geospatial data. Elevation can also, therefore, be readily intersected with other Macrostrat data (e.g., bedrock geologic maps). Although not yet extensively utilized in Macrostrat’s public applications, topographic data are accessible in some basic capacities in the mobile application, Rockd, described below, as well as within Macrostrat’s web interface.

2.8. GPlates Plate Tectonic Rotations

Paleogeographic context is critical to many questions in historical Earth systems science (Berry & Wilkinson, 1994; Valentine & Moores, 1970; Walker et al., 2002; Zaffos et al., 2017). Geological data, in turn, provides fundamental constraints on paleo-reconstructions (Cao et al., 2017; Wright et al., 2013).
Adapted versions of the GPlates software, and associated rotation models from various authors (Matthews et al., 2016; Meredith et al., 2017; Müller et al., 2016; Seton et al., 2012; Williams et al., 2012; Wright et al., 2013) are used to provide a working plate tectonic rotation model for all Macrostrat and Macrostrat-linked data, such as maps and fossil collections, back to 560 Ma. These rotation models are run on Macrostrat infrastructure using an adapted PyGPlates Python package, which enables application of different reconstruction models and ages to myriad data. This rotation model is currently deployed as a web service and it powers location-aware interactivity in mobile applications (see below).

3. Application Programing Interface (API)

Database design is a critically important component of any data infrastructure. Decisions at this level ultimately impact the efficiency and reliability of data entry, editing, and retrieval. Most of Macrostrat's data, outlined in general terms above, are stored in approximately third normal form relational database structure (see Figure 5 for a simplified schematic). However, modern methods of accessing data that are housed on remote repositories typically do not require any detailed knowledge of database design or software. Specifically, APIs provide a set of tools for building software, and in the context of databases, they provide a specification for how to make remote requests for data using a standard protocol (usually HTTP) and a parameterization that does not depend upon knowledge of underlying database software, schemas, or server-executed code. The remote server's responses to such requests are also formatted using standards that are not specific to any one end use. The general principles governing the deployment of APIs vary, but most modern examples follow a Representation State Transfer (REST; Fielding, 2000) model. Although there are few widely agreed upon implementation details of a REST-ful system, one of the principles is the identification of data resources using Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), for example:

https://macrostrat.org/api/v2/defs/strat_names?strat_name=waldron&rank=fm

This URL (Uniform Resource Locator, a type of URI) returns metadata that is specific to the API (version number and data license), along with relevant data, which in this case is basic summary information for all lithostratigraphic names of formation rank that have a name string matching “waldron” (case insensitive).

Figure 5. Simplified schematic of core database elements and their relationships in Macrostrat. Columns (as in Figure 1) store spatial data and group one or more units. Purple cylinders represent external database resources. Orange cylinder represents GPlates plate rotation model. Intermediate join tables as well as other internal tables, relationships, and table fields are omitted for clarity. Black arrows identify general table relations stored within the same relational database, red arrows identify table relations across relational databases, dotted orange arrows show flow of information from Macrostrat to-from GPlates rotation model.
Lithological nomenclatural concepts, as described above, are a different object and therefore have a different URL, for example:

https://macrostrat.org/api/v2/defs/strat_name_concepts?name=waldron

This returns data for all lithostratigraphic concepts with names matching the string “waldron” (case insensitive) including a unique identifier for each concept and additional information about age, usage, source information, and any available links back to original resources (e.g., USGS Lexicon).

Most responses returned by the Macrostrat API are, by default, formatted in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), a platform-independent, open standard format. Responses formatted as comma-separated values (CSV) can also be obtained for most routes by adding the parameter “&format=csv” to the URL, though doing so can result in complex fields due to the inability of CSV to readily accommodate nested hierarchies. Routes returning geographic objects (i.e., points, lines, and polygons) can also be formatted as GeoJSON or TopoJSON by supplying an appropriate “&format=” parameter.

Basic documentation for each route in the Macrostrat API is accessible by invoking the base URL (Table 1). For example, general information about the Macrostrat API as a whole and all available routes are returned, in JSON format, by https://macrostrat.org/api. The base URL of each listed route (e.g., https://macrostrat.org/api/columns) returns simple documentation that is specific to the given route, including accepted parameters, available response formats, and brief explanations for the returned fields and their values.

API requests can be generated, made, and processed automatically in any programing environment that is capable of making and receiving HTTP requests. Examples of such environments currently in wide use among geoscientists include R, Python, and Matlab. Figure 6a shows one such example in which the abundance of coal is quantified as a time series in Matlab by requesting the appropriate data via the Macrostrat API and plotting the results using Matlab’s built-in plotting functions (with additional customizations). To make this figure, North American units that contain any amount of organic sediment are first requested by properly formatting an API URL:

https://macrostrat.org/api/v2/units?lith_type=organic&project_id=1

The continuous-time modeled ages of the units are used to define gap-bound package structure in each column—in this instance, defined as the number of unique columns occupied by coal units in 1 Myr increments. For convenience, Macrostrat includes an API route that generates such package
summaries for the specified subset of units (https://macrostrat.org/api/sections?lith_type=organic). These results are pertinent to our understanding of the mechanisms for Paleozoic coal formation (Nelsen et al., 2016).

Owing to Macrostrat’s integration with paleogeographic data and models (see above), the latitudinal distribution of coal-bearing and peat-bearing units could also be analyzed as a time series (Figure 6b). In this instance, the long-form API response would be required because paleogeographic rotations are not included in the short-form API response (to allow the most basic and commonly used data to be retrieved with the lowest network overhead possible):

https://macrostrat.org/api/v2/units?lith_type=organic&project_id=1&response=long

The Macrostrat API can also be used to obtain other relevant data, such as international chronostratigraphic period names, abbreviations, ages and their conventional colors. This API call is in fact used to generate the graphical time scales in Figure 6. The Macrostrat API can also be used to supply geospatial data in a GIS software environment (e.g., QGIS).

4. Example Applications

The power of APIs is that they allow data to be accessed using a common protocol but analyzed and displayed in many different ways. Several mobile and web applications that use the Macrostrat API are now publicly available, including the iOS and Android application Flyover Country and the iOS application Mancos, each developed by third parties. Here we briefly describe the Rockd mobile application developed by the Macrostrat group.
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Rockd (https://rockd.org) is built using the Ionic framework and it leverages Macrostrat’s geologic map data as well as lithostratigraphic nomenclature, lithologies, paleogeographic reconstructions, and more. One of the fundamental questions that Rockd aims to help users answer is, “what rock am I standing on, and where and when did it form?” Finding the answer to such a question previously required either knowledge and direct observation or searching for a scale-appropriate geological map, viewing the map, and then estimating a location on that map relative to landmarks or a GPS device’s coordinates. Then, once a geological age and context was acquired from a map or other published source, a user would still typically have to locate and consult other sources for a reconstructed paleogeographic position at the time of the rock’s formation.

Macrostrat’s data infrastructure allows users to answer the “what am I standing on” question in real time anywhere in the world, with levels of detail that vary regionally but using a platform that continually improves. This same data infrastructure also allows users to obtain their current elevation using digital elevation models (ETOPO1 and SRTM1) instead of the elevation reported by their device’s GPS chip, which is prone to large errors in vertical position (GPS-specific and device-specific uncertainty in horizontal position still occurs and will affect elevation estimates; precision of the GPS-supplied latitude-longitude estimate is reported in Rockd). Additionally, by retrieving data from a web API wrapper of GPlate’s (Wright et al., 2013) PyGPlates Python package, users are automatically given their paleoposition for any time going back to 750 Ma. Global paleogeographic reconstructions and the user’s paleoposition are then shown on paleogeographic reconstructions from C. R. Scotese (Scotese, 2016). Reliance on Macrostrat’s API (and Rockd’s own API) allows the application to be continually updated without any user intervention (e.g., a new geological map added to Macrostrat will be accessible without requiring installation of a new version of the application).

In addition to providing local geological context, Rockd allows registered users to record their own field observations and to make them public on Macrostrat servers. User observations can leverage existing geological knowledge, such as stratigraphic names, lithologies, and taxonomic names that are known to occur around the observation’s location. Providing this type of location-specific information can speed up the data acquisition process and improve the quality of data by reducing the need to type text. Delivering local geological context also, in principle, encourages users to focus their efforts on making observations that might supply new information or that complements or revises existing information, thereby enhancing local geological knowledge and ultimately improving rock unit descriptions. In keeping with REST principles, Rockd photos, observations and locations are assigned URLs that, when made public by a user, can be shared (e.g., https://rockd.org/checkin/1727) and commented on by other registered users, offering a mechanism to label locations with alternative interpretations and encourage a learning dialogue. User-contributed checkins (Rockd’s term for a location with one or more observations) can also help streamline field work and the planning of field trips. The ability to create custom, ordered groupings of locations that can be named and identified by a single URL is forthcoming and will serve as the organized “field trip” component of Rockd.

Rockd is a mobile app that draws on Macrostrats API for data exploration and visualization purposes, but the Macrostrat data service can also be used in geoscientific applications. Figure 6 shows output from one such scientific application. In this example, unit data in either JSON or CSV format are first retrieved from the Macrostrat API using the URL above. These data are then parsed and for each time increment of interest (here 0–541 Ma) and the number of units with overlapping ages are then counted by looping over all units in the response. If the fields with the continuous-time age estimate for each unit are used (“b_age” and “t_age”), then this estimate can be a time “interval-free” summarization of rock quantity through geologic time. Other parameters, such as rock area and volume can be summarized in the same capacity, although the latter requires the user to make decisions about how to include proportional lithological abundances and the maximum and minimum thickness estimates that accompany each unit.

5. Example Results and Future Directions

Macrostrat is, first and foremost, designed to generate novel results that can be used to test geological hypotheses about rock preservation and cycling (Peters, 2006; Peters & Husson, 2017) and the drivers of biological (Hannisdal & Peters, 2011; Peters, 2008a, 2008b; Peters et al., 2013; Peters & Gaines, 2012) and
Recent implementation of the preliminary continuous-time age model (Figure 3) has enabled us to conduct substantive quantitative analyses of the Precambrian sedimentary rock record and to compare that record in a meaningful way to the Phanerzoic. Shifting to a time interval-free approach to measuring rock quantity was important because the much longer subdivisions of Precambrian time impart a strong signal when conducting interval-based analyses (Sadler, 1981).

The longest-term history of sediment quantity in the area covered by Macrostrat (Figure 2) is remarkable in several different ways (Figure 7). Most notably, the step-wise increase in sediment quantity across the Precambrian-Cambrian boundary marks what has been called the “Great Unconformity” (Karlstrom & Timmons, 2012; Peters & Gaines, 2012). Determining whether or not this strong signal of increased continent-hosted sediment quantity is North America-specific or a global phenomenon is critical to addressing many fundamental questions about the evolution of Earth and life (Husson & Peters, 2017).

A current major limitation of Macrostrat is the geographically restricted nature of its surface-subsurface data (i.e., columns). Currently, Macrostrat columns cover approximately 15% of the global continental crust, most of which is in North America (Figure 2). Although evidence suggests that there is indeed a global expression of the Great Unconformity (He et al., 2017; Husson & Peters, 2017), testing this hypothesis requires geographic expansion of column coverage. We hope that this objective will be facilitated by engaging geoscientists with regional expertise and by leveraging their in-hand knowledge. Because the units comprising each column in Macrostrat can, at least initially, comprise only the most basic information on lithology, age, and thickness of geological units, many regional geoscientists now have the necessary knowledge and data in-hand to rapidly expand geographic coverage. The accuracy and precision of the general summaries can be improved once the scaffolding that completely describes the upper crust is in place.

To facilitate the task of geographic expansion, some of the basic data required for column entry has already been incorporated into Macrostrat. For example, Australian geology is represented by geological maps at multiple scales and by the entire Australian stratigraphic lexicon. These data, in combination with definitions of lithology, lithology attributes, and chronostratigraphic intervals already in Macrostrat, mean that the process of entering a new column in Australia would require (1) defining the geographic region of interest by designating a bounding geometry and (2) defining a chronostratigraphic succession of units that are linked to lithologies, thicknesses and, optionally, lithostratigraphic names and environments of formation.
In order to obtain the highest-quality initial columns, participation of regional experts is the ideal path forward. Launching a globally comprehensive initiative to harness regional geological expertise and synthesize field experience and knowledge would have many far-reaching, positive impacts, including enabling key hypotheses to be tested and establishing a digitally accessible, comprehensive working model of the age and material properties of rocks in the Earth’s upper crust.
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